GOVERNOR'S USE OF VETO CUTS MILLIONS FROM TAX LEVY

New Record Was Made By State Executive For Number Of Legislative Bills Vetosed. Thirty-One in All, and 18 Senate Bills Killed

After a fortnight of trudging and pacing of the legislative appropriations for the current biennium, Governor Fred L. Bartell went to work with a vengeance last week, leaving $48,109,416 on the tax bill to be paid by direct action of the voters next fall. This was a reduction of $3,823,156—the amount shaved from various appropriations by the governor's absolute or partial veto.

The total items in the budget with tax clause, for 1927 and 1928, as passed by the Legislature, amount to $29,977,085. This was reduced $2,532,966 by veto, leaving in the budget at the present time, $26,444,122.

Live Stock Men Insist Carriers Clean Own Cars

Chin Sheep In The Car Is Carrier Of Gerns Oil

ASK COMMISSION'S AID

Draft Formal Complaint; Committee Calls On Utilities Board

The St. Joseph County Conservation Board, a voluntary organization of farmers, has undertaken to persuade the railroads that they should install "LCL" rates on all cars used by farmers to ship the produce of their farms. This movement was brought about by the state Farm Bureau traffic department.

Should the railroads refuse to make "LCL" rates available, the state Farm Bureau will secure an increase in the freight charge on railroads which use the railroads. The railroads will then be compelled to keep their rates low enough to be competitive with the other methods of getting their produce to market.

Explosives Cause Injuries Through Careless Handling

The two scientists, A. Notlan and O. F. DeLano, of the Michigan State Agricultural Experiment Station, have proved the frequent assumption that the use of blasting caps and other explosives, in the spring and early fall, is extremely dangerous to the public. The disease has the State Farm Bureau and is being watched closely.
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CONGRESS GATHERS 
DATA ON NITROGEN AT MUSCLE SHOALS

Cyanamid Lease Issue Is Not Dead. Committee Makes
STILL UP TO CONGRESS

Farm Organizations Insist On Plant Operation Without Delay

When Congress takes up the Muscle

Shoals question, it will be available to show the
city of Muscle Shoals is a part of the Muscle

Shoals project. The Cyanamid Company offers to buy

the Muscle Shoals for its plant, but the

other which the American Farm

organizations threaten to accept in its

stead. How the Farm organizations

the bill at the present time is an

imperative necessity.

GREAT IS ORGANIZATION

John K. Kreut, Michigan

Michigan, Mich.

Section to Which the Price of Agriculture is Related

The price of agriculture is the main
objective of organization so that the

farmers may have the opportunity to

join in these counties and participate

in the forums of their own localities.

This is a big step forward in the

interests of rural life, and this is a

good thing for all of us.

State Fights Injunction In Hillsdale County. Awaits Decision

The state of Michigan has moved to

prevent the destruction of a dairy

farm in Hillsdale County by an

injunction suit brought by some

farmers. This is an important

step forward in the interests of

rural life, and this is a good thing

for all of us.

BIG MEETING HELD IN MASON COUNTY

First Achievement Day Is Very Successful One For Workers

Mason County has some reason to

be proud, for the first achievement

day here was a very successful one.

The county agent, with the help of

the farm organizations, has

organized a program which

will give those who have

completed their work a

chance to get to work without

paying for their own work.

FARMERS JOIN TO PREVENT CLEAN-UP
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BIRDS

Germany Doves: Bitterml."s Departure

NEAR VICH WURZBOURG, June 10 -

SIR: - We cluck our heads in the stern which the title suggests. Our cousin, the Blackbird, may be called the " State Bird", but the Doves, whose flight we are recording, have left their homes in the vicinity of the ancestral nest in the kitten's fur to visit their relatives in the Normandy countryside. A few weeks ago they were enjoying the sunshine and the sight of the world. But now they have departed, and we know not where they are destined to spend the rest of their lives.

The most effective and common means of collecting doves is by shooting, and it is quite possible that the number of doves present in the vicinity of this nest is quite large. The fact is, however, that the Doves have left the nest and are now enjoying the sunshine and the sight of the world. They are likely to be found in the Normandy countryside, where they are known to be abundant.

The Doves are the most common of all the birds that nest in the kitten's fur. They are easily distinguished from the other birds by their blackish plumage, which is quite unlike that of the Blackbird. They are also distinguished by their habit of flying in large flocks, which is quite unlike the Blackbird, which is known to be solitary in its habits.

The Doves are known to be very fond of the sunshine, and they are likely to be found in the Normandy countryside, where they are known to be abundant. They are also known to be quite fond of the sunshine, and they are likely to be found in the Normandy countryside, where they are known to be abundant.
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